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Showing character 
Innovative interior designs with cork floors 
 

Home offices or living rooms, corridors or attic studios, bedrooms or 

children’s rooms – a modern cork floor is perfect for almost every 

residential area, as proven by the HARO 2009 cork floor range. 

HARO is consequently underscoring its claim as a full range 

provider in the hard-surface floor area. The floor specialist is now 

giving this natural material, cork, a new image with fresh modern 

designs. Whether robust and trendy like a laminate floor or as 

natural as parquet, the cork floor combines these special features 

in a very special way. 

 

Functional design 
Cork is an impressive material in terms of ecology, building biology 

and ergonomics. It offers pleasant foot warmth, is extremely 

durable against all kinds of stresses, and achieves perfect heat and 

sound insulation. With its high elasticity, the floor has a relieving 

effect on the joints and spine with every step. HARO, the parquet 

specialist, now brings two worlds together: an absolutely innovative 

product is provided with the combination of a wood design surface 

finish and the warmth and softness of cork.  

 

Is it cork or is it wood?  
Well, they certainly are natural, that’s for sure! HARO presents cork 

floors with digitally printed surface finishes in wood designs. Arteo 

is available as Stripes, Oak, Oak grey or Walnut. With its modern 

look in the fingerstrips parquet design, Arteo Stripes will easily win 

over all lovers of classic industrial architecture. 
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Naturalness & modernity 
A modern ambience and a natural floor do not exclude one another, 

as demonstrated by the Lagos HARO cork floor with its 

combination of flat cork specks and structured cork granulate. In 

the new white and coffee colours, the designated parquet specialist 

now also caters for the bright and dark design trends with its cork 

floor range. 

 

HARO benefits 
Whether it be laminate and linoleum floors, the exclusive Celenio 

wood tiles or cork floors, HARO offers an exceptionally wide 

product range. This brand manufacturer sees itself as a strong 

partner for the retail trade and offers quality, design competence 

and diversity, from one single source.  

 

 

 
Cork blends with wood into an extremely impressive product: HARO 

Corkett Arteo Stripes 
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Also makes a great looking figure in a modern ambiance: HARO Corkett 

Lagos white 
 

 

Photos: HARO – Hamberger Flooring 

Reprint free of charge. Please supply copy. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

With the floor covering brand name “HARO”, Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG in 
Stephanskirchen near Rosenheim has grown to become the German market leader for parquet and 
can now look back on almost 60 years of experience in producing parquet. In addition to its Flooring 
division which offers parquet, cork, linoleum and laminate floors, the Hamberger group of companies 
also incorporates the Sports Flooring, Sanitary, Wood Cutting and Farming and Forestry divisions. 
Hamberger was certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 as early as 1995, followed in 1998 by the 
certification of its environmental management system according to DIN EN ISO 14001. Hamberger 
has been PEFC certified since 2004. The PEFC seal provides proof that the raw materials from which 
Hamberger products are manufactured are sourced from certified, sustainably managed forests. 
Founded in 1866, the company is today managed by Peter Hamberger and Dr. Peter M. Hamberger, 
in the fourth and fifth generations. With around 1,650 employees, the group of companies achieves 
an annual turnover of more than 280 million euros. Around 40% of the company’s products are 
exported. Goods are exported to more than 70 countries around the world. Further details are 
available at www.haro.com. 


